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Abstract.  Minimization of the makespan of a printed circuit board assembly process is a complex problem. De- 
cisions involved in this problem concern the specification of the order in which components are to be placed on 
the board and the assignment of component types to the feeder slots of the placement machine. If some compo- 
nent types are assigned to multiple feeder slots, an additional problem emerges: for each placement on the board, 
one must select the feeder slot from which the required component is to be retrieved. In this paper, we consider 
this component retrieval problem for placement machines of the Fuji CP type. We explain why simple forward 
dynamic programming schemes cannot provide a solution to this problem, invalidating the correctness of an algo- 
rithm proposed by Bard, Clayton, and Feo (1994). We then present a polynomial algorithm that solves the problem 
to optimality. 
The analysis of the component retrieval problem is facilitated by its reformulation as a PERT/CPM problem 
with design aspects: finding the minimal makespan of the assembly process amounts to identifying a design for 
which the longest path in the induced PERT/CPM network is shortest. The complexity of this network problem 
is analyzed, and we prove that the polynomial solvability of the component retrieval problem is caused by the 
specific structure it inflicts on the arc lengths of the network: in the absence of this structure, the network problem 
is shown to be NP-hard. 
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1.  Introduction 
The problem of determining optimal production plans for the automated assembly of printed 
circuit boards(PCBs)  has  been  investigated by  numerous  researchers  (see,  e.g.,  Ahmadi 
1993, and Crama, Oerlemans, and Spieksma  1996). A  precise definition of this problem is 
highly dependent on the specific features of the assembly machines and, more generally, of 
the technological environment. As a rule, however, the problem is very complex, and for this 
reason, many authors have proposed to solve it by decomposing it into subproblems  (see, 
e.g., Ahmadi  1993,  Ball and Magazine  1988,  Bard et al.  1994,  Crama et al. forthcoming, 288  YVES CRAMA ET AL. 
Crama et  al.  1996,  and  van Laarhoven  and  Zijm  1993).  Here again,  the  subproblems 
emerging from the decomposition vary according to the context, as do their computational 
complexity. In this paper, we concentrate on one such subproblem; namely, the component 
retrieval problem (CRP) that arises when the placement machine operates like a machine of 
the Fuji CP family. Briefly stated, CRP is defined to be the following problem: for a given 
placement sequence of components on the board and for a given assignment of component 
types to  (possibly multiple)  feeder slots  of the  placement machine,  decide  from which 
feeder slot each component should be retrieved. 
In the next section, we describe the assembly process associated with a Fuji CP place- 
ment machine and the role of the component retrieval problem in this process. In section 
3, we present a formulation of CRP in terms of a PERT/CPM network problem with de- 
sign aspects; finding the minimal makespan of the assembly process amounts to identifying 
a design for which the longest path in the induced network is shortest. Alternatively, the 
component retrieval problem also may be viewed as a shortest path problem with (path- 
induced) side constraints. 
In section 4, an example is discussed that reveals that a simple forward dynamic program- 
ming approach does not necessarily yield optimal solutions for the CRE In fact, the example 
suggests that, to retain enough information to compute the optimal solution of the CRP, any 
dynamic programming procedure should involve a state-space whose size grows more than 
linearly with n, that is, the number of components to be placed. These negative observa- 
tions, which invalidate in particular the forward dynamic programming approach proposed 
by Bard et al. (1994) may serve as a justification for the relatively complex solution algo- 
rithm presented in section 5. This algorithm is based on the network formulation of section 
3 and can be viewed as a "two-phase" dynamic programming approach with pairs of grip 
activities defining the state-space. Therefore, the size of this state-space is quadratic in n. 
Since the network optimization problems described in section 3 are of interest beyond the 
special case of the CRP, their time complexity is further investigated in section 6. We prove 
that the polynomial solvability of the CRP is due to the specific structure of the arc lengths 
in the PERT/CPM model of CRP; in the absence of this structure, the network problem is 
shown to be NP-hard. The paper concludes with a brief summary. 
2.  The placement machine 
Assembling a printed circuit board consists in placing a number of electronic components, 
each of a prespecified type, at prespecified locations on a bare board. The placement machine 
considered in this paper is a member of the Fuji CP family (CP II, CP III, CP IV,... ), yet our 
analysis may apply to other machines having similar characteristics, such as the Panasonic 
Mkl considered by Horak and Francis (1995). 
We now briefly describe the operating mode of the Fuji CP placement machine (we refer 
to Bard et al. 1994 and Crama et al. forthcoming for a more complete description of this pro- 
cess and related references). The machine is equipped with a magazine rack that contains a 
number of slots to which feeder tapes can be assigned. Each tape bears components of a sin- 
gle type, and feeder tapes with the same component type may be assigned to multiple slots. 
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problem emerges only if at least one component type is assigned to at least two different 
feeder slots.) Components are gripped from a slot of the magazine rack and mounted on the 
PCB by a placement head. Coordination between the grip and place activities is done by 
a carousel, which performs many other functions as well. The carousel contains  12 heads, 
and it can simultaneously hold up to six components; see figure 1. 
Suppose the machine is just about to place the ith component on the board. To this end, the 
board location where the component is to be placed is positioned at the so-called placement 
spot, and the carousel head containing the component (the current place station) is right 
above this spot. The carousel head then proceeds with the actual placement of the component 
on the board. After the placement has been completed, the worktable holding the PCB starts 
moving, until the board location where the next component is to be placed comes to rest at 
the placement spot. Diametrically opposed to the aforementioned carousel head is another 
head (the current grip station), which is positioned right above the so-called gripping spot. 
The grip station is ready to grip the (i +  6)th component from the magazine rack as soon 
as the appropriate slot has been positioned at the gripping spot. Once this is done, the head 
proceeds with actually gripping the (i +  6)th component from this feeder slot.  After the 
gripping has been completed, the magazine rack starts to shift in order to position the slot 
from which the next component is to be retrieved at the gripping spot. Only after the ith 
component has been placed and the (i +  6)th component has been gripped, is the carousel 
ready to rotate 30  ~ clockwise to prepare for the placement and gripping of components (i + 1) 
and (i +  7), respectively. 
Thus,  between two consecutive place activities,  the  PCB  table has to  move until  the 
board location where the second component is to be placed lies at the placement spot, and 
the  carousel has to rotate 30  ~ to position  the  next head right above the  placement spot. 
Similarly, between two consecutive grip activities, the rack has to shift until the appropriate 
slot is at the gripping spot, and the carousel has to rotate to position the next head right 
above this spot. It is important to observe that placement operation i and gripping operation 
(i + 6) do not have to be performed simultaneously, but are necessarily carried out between 
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Figure 1. A Fuji CP placement machine. 290  YVES CRAMA ET AL. 
the same two carousel rotations. Also, table, rack, and carousel movements may take place 
concurrently. 
Clearly, the duration of rack movements depends on the distance between slots from 
which  consecutive gripping  operations  are done.  Therefore, even when the  component 
placement sequence on the board and the magazine rack assignment of component tapes are 
given, minimizing the assembly makespan still involves decisions concerning the feeder 
slots  from which  each component should be retrieved. The corresponding optimization 
problem is known as the component retrievalproblem (see Bard et al. 1994). 
Of course, as mentioned earlier, the CRP involves nontrivial issues only if at least one 
component type is assigned to at least two different feeder slots. In our experience with a 
major industrial partner, we observed that such feeder duplication is common practice and 
sometimes improves productivity significantly (see Crama et al. forthcoming and Voogt 
1993).  Feeder duplication was also reported in several previous studies, including Ahmadi, 
Grotzinger, and Johnson (1988), Bard et al. (1994), Francis et al. (1994), and Klincewicz 
and Rajan (1994). 
3.  The component retrieval problem as a PERT/CPM network model 
with design aspects 
To facilitate our discussion, we present a PERT/CPM-Iike model of the CRR To that end, 
we first need to introduce several assumptions and develop some notation. First, let 1  ..... n 
denote the components that are to be mounted on the PCB, with the numbering reflect- 
ing their placement sequence on the board. With respect to the starting conditions of the 
assembly process, we assume that the feeder slot from which the first component will be 
retrieved is initially positioned below the grip station (currently occupied by carousel head 
12) and that the PCB location where the first place activity will occur initially is positioned 
below the place station (currently occupied by carousel head 6). Furthermore, components 
1-6 have been added as fictitious components, initially held by carousel heads 6-1, respec- 
tively; they are to be mounted at the same board location as component 7, an operation that 
can be performed in zero time. If we similarly assume that six fictitious and instantaneous 
grip activities are carried out at the end of the mounting process, then a situation has been 
constructed where exactly n grip activities and n place activities are required to assemble 
the board, with the ith grip and ith place activity occurring between the (i -  1)th and ith 
carousel rotation. 
Let us call a  retrieval plan any feasible solution of CRP:  thus,  for every component 
i  =  1  ..... n, a retrieval plan determines from which feeder slot component i should be re- 
trieved (a more formal definition will be stated later). As a first step toward modeling CRP, 
let us briefly explain how, for any given retrieval plan, the assembly makespan can be com- 
puted by classical PERT/CPM techniques. To this end, the events (i.e., moments in time) 
and activities  (i.e., time durations) of table 1 are introduced. Events, activities, and prece- 
dence relations between activities can be represented by a PERT/CPM graph D(S), where 
S is the retrieval plan under consideration, nodes and arcs correspond to events and activi- 
ties, respectively, and arc lengths denote activity durations (see figure 2). We will refer to the THE COMPONENT RETRIEVAL  PROBLEM  291 
Table 1.  Events and activities of the PERT/CPM graph D(S). 
gi  =  start of the ith grip activity  (i =  1, 
p,  =  start of the ith place activity  (i =  1, 
Agi  =  duration of the ith grip activity  (i =  1, 
Ap~  =  duration of the ith place activity  (i =  1, 
Ami =  duration of the ith rack movement  (i =  1, 
Ati  =  duration of the ith table movement  (i =  1, 
Ac~  =  duration of the ith carousel movement  (i =  1, 
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Figure 2.  The PERT/CPM graph D(S). 
nodes as grip or place nodes, depending on the nature of the associated event. The resulting 
graph consists of n  layers, where each layer i contains exactly one grip node gi  and one 
place node pi  (i  =  1  .....  n).  To model the start and the end of the assembly process, it 
is convenient to add a source, indifferently denoted by Po and go, and a sink, indifferently 
denoted by Pn+ 1 and gn+ 1. As is well-known, the makespan of the assembly process is equal 
to the length of a longest path in D(S) from p  to Pn+ I. Computing a longest path calculation 
in such an acyclic and layered network can be done by forward dynamic programming in 
O(n) time (see, e.g., Ahuja, Magnanti, and Orlin 1993). 
To specify the arc lengths of D(S),  recall from section 2 that, between the start of two 
consecutive grip activities gi  and gi+l  (i  =  1  .....  n  -  1), the following operations have 
to be performed: the ith grip activity, the ith carousel rotation, and the ith rack movement. 
Since the first precedes the other two, which may be carried out concurrently, it follows that 
the length of arc (gi, gi+l) equals Ag i  +  max{Aci, Ami}. On the other hand, the (i +  1)th 
grip activity can start only when both the ith place activity and the ith carousel rotation are 
completed. Since these activities are carried out consecutively, it follows that the length of 
arC  (Pi,  gi+l) equals Api +  Aci. Other arc lengths in D(S) are defined in a similar fashion; 
see table 2. 
In view of the preceding discussion, the component retrieval problem can now be mod- 
eled as follows. Consider the graph of figure 2. For each i  =  1  .....  n, we introduce a set of 
grip nodes Gi instead of only one grip node gi, where each node of Gi refers to one of the 
slots containing the component type required for the ith grip activity. Figure 3 shows an ex- 
ample where the first two components (which may or may not be of the same type) can both 
be retrieved from two alternative feeder slots and all other components can be retrieved from 
only one such slot. Then, specifying a component retrieval plan, that is, a feasible solution 
of CRP, amounts to selecting exactly one grip node from each set Gi in such a way that the 292  YVES CRAMA ET AL. 
Table 2.  Arc lengths of D(S)  with Aci  =  At~  =  0  for 
i  =  0, nandApo  =  0. 
Arc  For  Length 
(g, g,+t)  i  =  1  .....  n  -  1  Ag~ +  max{Aci, Amj} 
(P, Pi.t)  i  =  0 .....  n  Api  +  max{Aci, Ati} 
(gi, pi+t)  i  =  I .....  n  Agi+Aci 
(Pi, gi+l)  i  =  0 .....  n  -  1  Api  +  Ac  i 
o.  0  2  0  2  o._~  o._-1  ._. 
PO  0  Pl  2  P2  2  P3  4  P4  4  P5  4  P6  Pn-1  4  pn  4  Pn+l 
Figure 3.  A counterexample of straightforward dynamic programming. 
longest path in the subgraph induced by the selected nodes is as short as possible. We thus 
arrive at the following formalization of the CRP graphs and problems. 
Definition 1  (CRP  graph):  A  CRP  graph  D  =  (V, A) is a  layered directed  graph on 
the node set V  =  t hn+11,  with the layers Li being mutually disjoint sets. Moreover, Li  =  ~i=0~t, 
{Pi}  l_J Gi,  where  Gi  is a  nonempty set not containing Pi  (i  -~  1 .....  n)  and  Go  =  G,+l  = 
Q. The set {Po .....  P~+l} is referred to as the set of place nodes; all other nodes are called 
grip nodes. The arc set A is given by A  =  {(u, v) I u ~  L i, v  ~  Li+ 1 for some i  =  0 .....  n}, 
with the length of the arc (u, v) being denoted by d(u, v). The length function d(-, .) satisfies 
d(gi, Pi+l)+d(pi, gi+l)  -<  d(gi, gi+l)+d(pi, Pi+I),  (1) 
for all gi  ~  Gi, gi+ I  ~  Gi+l  and/  =  1  .....  n  -  1. 
Note that the arc lengths displayed in table 2 trivially satisfy inequality (1). In the sequel 
(with the exception of Theorem 1), we will not make any explicit use of the specific lengths 
displayed in table 2, but rely on their property (1) instead.  Thus,  our definition  of a CRP 
graph is more general than required  to model the "real-world" CRP model. We view this 
as a virtue in several ways. First, CRP graphs may allow the formulation of the component 
retrieval problems associated with other types of placement machines than those explicitly 
considered here. Moreover, as we see in section 5, property (1) is sufficient to guarantee the 
efficient solvability of the component retrieval problem and, thus, provides a better under- 
standing of why this problem is "easy". Actually, we establish in section 6 that a generalized 
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Remark:  The inequalities (1) are somewhat reminiscent of a matrix property studied in 
the literature under the name Mongeproperty (see, e.g., Burkard, Klinz, and Rudolf 1996). 
The presence of this property is known to facilitate the solution of various combinatorial 
optimization problems such as the traveling salesman problem. We have not been able to 
establish any formal link between our results and previous work on the Monge property, 
however. 
In the CRP graph model, selections  provide a precise counterpart of the informal concept 
of a "retrieval plan." 
Definition 2 (Selection):  A selection S in a CRP graph D is a set of grip nodes containing 
one grip node from each layer, that is, IS n  Gil  =  1 for i  =  1  ..... n. 
Definition 3 (Selection-induced  subgraph):  For any selection S  in  a  CRP graph D, 
the selection-induced subgraph D(S) :  (V(S), A(S)) is the subgraph of D induced by S U 
{Po  ..... p,~+l}. The length of the longest path in D(S) is denoted L[D(S)]. 
Since the length of a longest path in the subgraph induced by selection S is equal to the 
makespan of the PCB assembly process using the retrieval plan defined by S, we arrive at 
the following network version of the component retrieval problem. 
Definition 4 (Component retrieval problem):  Given a CRP graph D, the component 
retrieval problem (CRP) is to determine a selection S that minimizes L[D(S)]; namely, the 
length of a longest path in D(S). 
As mentioned before, the analysis and results in this paper will all apply to this network 
version of the component retrieval problem, not only to the special instances arising from 
the original application where arc lengths are defined as in table 2. 
These definitions express that CRP is basically a PERT/CPM network problem with de- 
sign aspects. Obviously, designs are restricted to selections in this case; that is, they must 
contain exactly one grip node per layer. As an alternative interpretation, the minimization 
of the makespan seems to indicate that all grip activities should be completed as early as 
possible. This, in turn, seems to suggest that a minimal makespan can be obtained by com- 
puting a shortest path from Po to p,+l  in the subgraph that is induced by these two place 
nodes and all grip nodes ( the so-called grip graph). Unfortunately, the precedence relations 
induced by the place activities would be completely ignored in such an approach; a shortest 
path through the grip graph would specify an optimal selection only if, between each pair of 
grip nodes, the makespan (longest path length) that results from the interfering place activ- 
ities (nodes) was taken into consideration as a lower-bounding side constraint. Therefore, 
the CRP can also be viewed as a shortest path problem with side constraints. Obviously, the 
side constraints are of a very specific nature here; viz., they result from longest path lengths 
induced by a single (place) path that is added to the (grip) graph under consideration. These 
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4.  The CRP and forward dynamic programming 
As briefly mentioned in the introduction,  the component retrieval problem previously has 
been investigated by Bard et al. (1994),  who proposed a  forward dynamic programming 
scheme for its solution.  Before we present our algorithm for CRP, we deem it necessary 
to explain why the approach proposed by Bard, Clayton and Feo cannot possibly lead to a 
correct algorithm for CRP. 
Consider the CRP graph of figure 3. Let the arc lengths of (gl, g2) and (g2, g~) be "large" 
(say, larger than  10) and let all arcs (Pi-1, gi)  and (gi,  Pi+I)  (i  ----  1  .....  n) have length 0. 
The other arc lengths are as indicated in figure 3. Note that (gn-t, g,) has length 4  +  x. In 
the upcoming discussion,  we will consider two possible values for x, x  =  0  and x  =  5, 
respectively. 
Since d(g I, g2) and d(g21, g~) are "large," the only candidate optimal selections are S 1 = 
{gl'  gl,  g3 .....  gn} and S 2  =  {g2,  g2, g3 .....  gn}. Table 3 displays the longest path (length) 
in the corresponding selection-induced subgraphs, for x  =  0 and x  =  5, respectively. Ob- 
serve that S 1 is optimal when x  =  0, whereas S 2 is optimal when x  =  5. 
A simple forward dynamic programming scheme for CRP, with the set of grip nodes as 
state space, would be based on the following definition: 
49(gi) =  minimum length of a longest path from po to gi. 
Note that ch(gi) =  9  +  4(i -  3) for 3  <-  i  -<  n  -  1, with the optimal predecessor of gi 
being g2. However, when x  =  0, then the unique optimal selection, i.e., S l, does not contain 
g2  Similarly, if the place nodes form the state space, that is,  2" 
~(Pi)  =  minimum length of a longest path from Po to pi, 
then q~(pi) =  6 +  4(i -  3) for 4  <-  i  <-  n, with the optimal predecessor ofpi being g~. Yet 
again, when x  =  5, then g21 is not part of the optimal selection S 2. These observations clearly 
show that the principle of optimality does not hold in either case: to identify an optimal 
selection for the entire problem, it may be necessary to keep track of partial selections that 
are non-optimal up to certain layers. 
In addition, the information required to track the first part of an optimal selection for the 
entire problem may be contained in arbitrarily remote parts of the graph, even as remote 
as the last grip arc. The conclusion is that simple forward dynamic programming does not 
necessarily identify optimal selections, not even if the recursion is equipped with a "look k 
Table 3.  Longest path (length) under different scenarios. 
Longest paths  S ~  S ~ 
x  =  0  {po, g'~,gt, g3 .....  g.,p.+,}  {po, g~,gZ, p3 .....  p.,p.+,} 
length: 10 +  4(n -  3)  length: 12 +  4(n -  3) 
x  =  5  {po, gl,gt, g3 .....  g.,p.+l}  {Po, gZ, g~,g3 .....  g.,P.+~} 
length: 15 +  4(n -  3)  length: 14 +  4(n -  3) THE COMPONENT RETRIEVAL  PROBLEM  295 
layers ahead or back" capability for constant k. To guarantee optimality, a more elaborate 
analysis and approach therefore seems to be required. 
Let us stress that these negative conclusions directly affect the validity of the forward 
dynamic programming algorithm proposed by Bard et al. (1994). Indeed, the recursive for- 
mulation considered by these authors reads 
fi+l(k)  =  minjEy~{tjk(i, i +  1) +  fi(j)}  k  ~  Yi+l,  i  =  0, 1  .....  n  --  1,  (2) 
where 
jS(~)  =  minimum time required to grip the first i components given that the 
ith component is retrieved from magazine slot k; 
r,  =  set of magazine slots containing the component type required for the 
ith gripping activity; 
tjk(i, i +  1)  =  elapsed time between completion of the ith gripping activity from slot 
j  and the (i +  l)th gripping activity from slot k. 
Note that the interpretation of f.(k) coincides with that of qS(gk) (see previously), if gk is 
the node associated with feeder slot k in layer L i of the CRP graph. What the example of this 
section shows (and what seems to have been overlooked by Bard et al.  1994) is that, in an 
optimal retrieval plan where the ith component is retrieved from slot k, the time required to 
grip the first i components may strictly exceed f.(k) for some i and k. An alternative way of 
understanding this conclusion is to realize that the time interval tjk(i, i +  1) is not univocally 
determined  by j, k, and i (contrary to what its notation suggests) but actually depends on 
the sequence of grip activities prior to the ith one. This explains why recursion (2) does not 
lead to an easy algorithm for the CRP. 
For the sake of completeness, let us add some more comments on a variant of the CRP that 
we encountered in a practical setting, which can be solved efficiently by forward dynamic 
programming. In Crama et al. (forthcoming), we describe an industrial case study in which 
the operating mode of the placement machine had been restricted as follows: for each i  = 
1 .....  n, the start of the ith placement operation is required to coincide with the start of the 
(i +  6)th gripping operation (in contrast to the description given in section 2). It is easy to 
see that recursion (2) is valid under this restriction. Indeed, the value of tjk(i, i +  1) can now 
be simply expressed as 
tjk(i, i  +  1)  =  max{Agi +  Aci, Agi  + Amjk, Api  +  Aci, Api  +  Ati},  (3) 
where Amjk is the duration of the rack movement from slotj to slot k, and the other notations 
have been previously defined. In particular, since the expression (3) depends only on j, k, 
and i, the assembly makespan can be computed in O(m 2n) time, where m  =  max1 -< i-<  n  [ai[, 
by solving recursion (2) (see Crama et al. forthcoming). In view of the relative simplicity 
of this procedure  (as compared to the algorithm  described in the next section),  one may 
rightfully wonder to what extent the makespan of the selection that it delivers differs from 
the optimal makespan computed for the unrestricted machine. 296  YVES CRAMA ET AL. 
More formally, for an arbitrary PCB, let S denote an optimal solution (viz., selection or 
retrieval plan) of the CRP and let U  =  LID(S)]  denote the optimal assembly makespan 
of this PCB on a placement machine operating in unrestricted mode, Similarly, let S ~e~ de- 
note an optimal retrieval plan for the same PCB when the machine operates in restricted 
mode (viz., S ~e~ is the solution of (2) when tjk(i, i +  1) is defined by (3)), denote by R the 
makespan of S re~ on the restricted machine and denote by H  =  L[D(Sre~)]  the makespan 
of S re~ on the unrestricted machine. Thus, R is the optimal assembly makespan for the re- 
stricted  machine, whereas H  (which  stands for "heuristic") is the makespan obtained on 
the unrestricted machine when we use the retrieval plan S ~e'~ rather then the optimal plan S. 
We are interested in the maximal value that can be achieved by each of the ratios R/U and 
H/U  (notice that R/U measures the productivity loss that results from using the machine 
in restricted mode, whereas H/U measures the loss that results from using the suboptimal 
plan S re~ rather than S). Under the (realistic) assumption that all data Agi, Api, Aci, 2xt~, and 
Amjk are nonnegative, Theorem 1 holds. 
Theorem 1:  For every PCB, H/U  <-  R/U  --< 2. Moreover, H/U and R/U can be made 
arbitrarily close to 2 for some PCBs. 
Proof. Let us show that H/U  <--  R/U  --  2 for every PCB. First,  notice that H  -<  R, 
since the makespans H  and R pertain to the same retrieval plan and the machine is clearly 
more efficient in unrestricted mode than in restricted mode. Therefore, we need to prove 
only that R/U  -<  2. Given an arbitrary PCB, consider the retrieval plan S that achieves the 
optimal makespan U on the unrestricted machine. Assume that S calls for placing compo- 
nents  1  ..... n in this order, and for retrieving component i from slot j(i) (i  =  1  .....  n and 
j(i)  E  Y(i)). Denote by M the makespan of S on the restricted machine. Then, we obtain 
successively 
R  ~<  M  (4) 
=  ~  max{Ag~ +  ~ci, Agi q- Amj~i)jli+l), Api  q- Aci, Api +  Ati}  (5) 
i=1 
~  ~  max{Agi +  2~c~, Agi  +  ZXmj(i)j(i+l)} +  max{Api +  Aci, Api  +  Ati} (6) 
i=1  i=l 
--< 2U.  (7) 
Indeed, inequality (4) holds by optimality of R for the restricted machine, equality (5) 
follows from (3), and inequality (6) is trivial. As for inequality (7), observe that each sum 
in the right-hand side of (6) represents a lower bound on U, since each of them accounts for 
a sequence of operations--grip and place operations, respectively--that must necessarily 
be performed in succession. Thus, we have established the first part of the theorem. 
We now provide a  small example showing  that H/U  and  R/U  can be made arbitrar- 
ily close to  2.  For the  sake of simplicity, we  assume  in  this  example that  the  carousel 
of the machine only features two working heads and that it takes li -  Jl time units for the 
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matter to extend this example to account for the more complex features of real machines.) 
Three components, 1, 2, and 3, are to be placed in this order. Component 1 is contained in 
slot 2K of the magazine rack, component 2 is in slots (K +  1) and 3K, and component 3 is 
in slots 1 and (3K +  1  ), where K is a given integer. Moreover, the worktable requires K time 
units to move from placement location 1 to placement location 2, and 1 time unit to move 
from location 2 to location 3. Each grip or place activity, and each rotation of the carousel, 
requires  1 time unit. 
With these data, it is easy to check that the optimal retrieval plan S for the machine in 
unrestricted mode requires to grip component 2 from slot 3K and component 3 from slot 
(3K +  l). This plan entails the following sequence of operations (operations listed in the 
same step are performed concurrently during the timespan indicated): 
1. Grip component I in slot 2K (1 time unit). 
2.  Rotate the carousel, start moving the rack from slot 2K to slot 3K (for 1 time unit). 
3.  Place component 1, keep moving the rack toward slot 3K (for 1 time unit). 
4.  Move the rack to slot 3K, start moving the table from location 1 to location 2 ((K -  2) 
time units). 
5.  Grip component 2 from slot 3K, keep moving the table toward location 2 (for 1 time 
unit). 
6.  Rotate the carousel, move the rack from slot 3K to slot (3K+ 1), move the table to location 
2 (1  time unit). 
7.  Grip component 3 from slot (3K +  1), place component 2 (1 time unit). 
8. Rotate the carousel, move the table from location 2 to location 3 (1  time unit). 
9.  Place component 3 (1 time unit). 
This sequence results in a makespan U  =  (K +  6). 
One would similarly verify that, for the machine in restricted mode, the optimal retrieval 
plan S re~ consists in retrieving component 2 from slot (K +  l) and component 3 from slot 
1. The corresponding optimal makespan in restricted mode is equal to R  =  (2K +  4) and 
identical to the makespan of S re~ in unrestricted mode; that is, H  --  (2K +  4). Therefore, 
when K goes to infinity,  both R/U and H/U approach 2 as required.  ￿9 
Interestingly, it is also possible to prove that the makespan of the selection obtained by 
computing a shortest path in the grip graph (see the end of section 3) comes within a factor 
of 2 of the optimal CRP makespan and that this bound is tight. We omit the proof of this 
result. 
In conclusion,  all of the preceding comments underscore the need for an efficient and 
exact algorithm that takes into account all characteristic features of the component retrieval 
problem. Such an algorithm will be proposed in the next section. 
5.  A polynomial algorithm for the CRP 
In this  section,  we consider a  given CRP graph D  and present a  polynomial algorithm 
for the CRP as formulated in Definition 4. As explained in section 3, the optimal selection 
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the grip nodes of D, since the side constraints induced by the precedence relations of the 
interfering place activities would be completely ignored in that case. The general approach 
in this section is to model each of these side constraints as an arc between two grip nodes, 
with its length equal to the smallest longest path in D between these grip nodes. The opti- 
mal selection can then be retrieved by solving for the shortest path in this newly constructed 
graph, which will be denoted D~. Since the arc lengths in D~ can be computed by a (poly- 
nomial and simple) forward dynamic programming approach and a shortest path in D~c can 
be computed likewise, our procedure can be thought of as a "two-phase" forward dynamic 
programming algorithm. 
This section is built up as follows. First, a simplified version of the CRP will be con- 
sidered, which can be solved by forward dynamic programming in polynomial time. The 
insights that have thus been obtained will then be used to arrive at a polynomial algorithm 
for the CRP itself. Application of the proposed algorithm to the numerical example of sec- 
tion 4 will conclude this section. 
5.1.  A  simplified version of the CRP 
Lemma 1:  The length of the path (Po, pi .....  P~+I) through the place nodes forms a 
lower bound on the optimal solution value of the CRP.  ￿9 
Proof. Straightforward. 
This simple observation motivates our interest in the following problem. 
CRP* 
Input: A CRP graph D. 
Question: Is there a selection S such that the path (Po, Pl ..... pn+l) through the place 
nodes is the longest path of D(S)? 
Note that, if some selection S yields an affirmative answer to CRP*, then S is an optimal 
solution to the CRP (cf. Lemma 1). Physically, this simply means that, under the retrieval 
plan defined by S, the total duration of all place activities, carousel rotations, and table move- 
ments completely determines the assembly makespan; in other words, the place activities 
constitute a bottleneck for the makespan. Independent of its practical relevance, we will see 
in subsequent sections that CRP* provides a convenient stepping stone toward a complete 
solution of the CRP. 
For 0  -<  i  -<  j  ~  n +  1, let Lp(i, j) be the length of the path (Pi,  Pi+l .....  p  j) from 
Pi to pj  through the place nodes. Similarly, for a selection S  =  {gj, g2  ..... gn} and for 
j  -  i  ->  2, let Lc(S, i, j) be the length of the path (pi, gi+l .....  g j-l, p j) from pi  to pj 
with all intermediate nodes in S. 
Theorem 2:  For every selection S, the path (Po, Pl .....  pn+l) is a longest path of D(S) 
if and only if L~(S, i, j)  <--  Lp(i, j) for all i, j  E  {0  ..... n +  1} with j  -  i  >-  2. 
Proof. If LG(S, i, j) >  Le(i, j) for some i, j, then the path (Po, Pl .....  pi, gi+l ..... gj-l, 
pj  .....  Pn+l) is  longer than the path through the place nodes.  On the other hand,  the THE COMPONENT RETRIEVAL PROBLEM  299 
inequalities  in the theorem imply that the path through the place nodes will be at least as 
long as any path containing some grip nodes.  ￿9 
Theorem 2  motivates the introduction  of a  collection  of s-labels  associated with each 
selection S, which reflect the slack that S displays with respect to the necessary and sufficient 
conditions stated in the theorem. 
Definition 5:  For every selection S and every j  E  {1, 2 .....  n}, define 
s(S, j)  =  min  {Le(i, j  +  1) -  L6(S, i, j  +  1)}.  (8) 
O<_i<~j-I 
We view label s(S, j) as attached to thejth grip node of S. Theorem 2 can now be equivalently 
stated as follows. 
Corollary 1:  For every selection S, the path (po ..... pn+~) is a longest path of D(S) if 
and only if 
s(S, j)  >- 0  for all j  E  {1, 2 .....  n}.  (9) 
The s-labels satisfy the following recursion. 
Lemma 2:  For every selection S  =  {gl, g2 ..... gn} and every j  E  {2, 3 ..... n}, 
s(S,  j)  =  min{s(S,  j  -  1) +  Lp(j,  j  +  1)  +  d(gj-l, pj) -  d(gj-l, gj) -  d(gj,  Pj+I), 
Le(j -  1, j  +  1) -  d(pj-l, gj) -  d(gj, Pj+l)}. 
Proof. For each i  E  {0, .... j  -  2}, we can rewrite 
Le(i, j  +  1) -  La(S, i, j  +  1)  =  [Lp(i, j) + Lp(j, j  +  1)] 
-[Lo(S, i, j) -  d(gj-l, pj) + d(gj-l, gj) + d(gj, pj+])]. 
The validity of the lemma follows directly from this observation and from Definition 5. 
Lemma 2 provides a recursive formulation of the s-labels associated with a given selection 
S. To solve CRP*,  we now generalize the s-labels by introducing  a  label s*(gj) attached 
to each grip node gj  E  Gj. The value of s*(gj) is the largest value of s(S, j) that can be 
attained by any selection S containing  gj  and satisfying condition  (9) up to layer j  -  1. 
More precisely, we have the following definition. 
Definition  6:  For all j  @ {1, 2 ..... n} and all gj  E  G j, let T(gj) denote the set of se- 
lections S with (i) gj  E  S, and (ii) s(S, i)  >-  0 for all i  ~  {1 .....  j  -  1}. Then we define 
s*(gj)  =  maxssr(g~)s(S, j). 300  YVES CRAMA ET AL. 
As usual, we let s*(gj)  =  --~ when T(gj)  =  Q. Let us stress the following properties 
of the s*-labels, which are direct consequences of Definition 6. 
P1;  -~  <~ s*(gj)  <  0  if and  only if T(g~) ~  Q  and s(S, j)  <  0  for every selection 
S  E  T(gj). 
Pz:  s*(gj)  >>- 0  if and only if there exists a selection S with gj E  S and s(S, i)  >-  0  for 
all i ~  {1 .....  j}. 
In particular, combining these properties with Corollary 1 renders Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3:  The answer to CRP* is affirmative if and only if s*(gn)  >-  0 for some node 
g,~ @ G,. 
Similar to the s-labels, the s*-Iabels can also be computed by dynamic programming (see 
Lemma 2). 
Theorem 4:  For all j  E  {2, 3 .....  n} and for all gj  ~  G j, 
s*(gj)  =  max  min{s*(gj-1)  +  Le(j,  j  +  1) +  d(gj-i, pj) -  d(gj-l,  gj) 
gi  LEG/ I'S*(gJ  -I)~0 
-  d(gj,  pj+l), Le(j  -  1, j  +  1) -  d(pj_~,  gj)  -  d(gj,  Pj+I)}.  (10) 
Proof. Fix j  ~  {2, 3 .....  n} and gj  E  Gj. Denote the right-hand side of (10) by o-. 
1. Assume first that  T(gj)  ~  (,~.  Then,  by Definition 6, there exists  an S  E  T(gj)  with 
s*(gj)  =-  s(S, j).  If we write S  =  {gl, g2  ..... gn}, then it is clear that S  ~  T(gj-i),  so 
s(S, j  -  1)  <-- s*(gj-i).  In addition, s(S, j  -  1)  >-  0. Combining these two inequalities 
with Lemma 2 renders  -~  <  s*(gj)  =  s(S, j)  <-  o'. 
2. Conversely, assume now that o- >  -w, and let g j_ 1 ~  G j-1  attain the maximum in the 
definition ofo-; that is, o-  =  rain{a, b} with a  =  s*(gj-l)  + Le(j,  j  +  1) + d(gj-j,  p j) - 
d(gj-i,  gj)  -  d(gj,  pj+~)  and b  =  Lp(j  -  I, j  +  1) -  d(pj-i,  gj)  -  d(gj,  pj+l).  By 
Definition 6, there exists a selection S  @  T(gj_l)  with s*(gj-i)  =  s(S, j  -  1). Without 
loss of generality, we can assume that gj  ~  S  (otherwise,  substitute gj  for the jth grip 
node of S). Then, by Lemma 2, s(S, j)  =  or. On the other hand, since s*(gj-l)  >- 0, we 
deduce that S  ~  T(gj)  and, by Definition 6, 
o"  =  s(S,j)  <--  max  s(R,j)  =  s*(gj). 
RET(gj) 
Taken together,  1 and 2 establish the theorem. 
Theorem 4 implies that the s*-labels can be computed in polynomial time, layer by layer. 
In view of Theorem 3, we thus have obtained a polynomial algorithm for the solution of 
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arcs of D. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 4 establishes that, in addition to answering CRP*, 
we can also  find a  selection S  with s(S, j)  >-  0  for all 0  -  j  -<  n,  if one exists.  As a 
final remark, we observe that,  up to this point, we have made no use of the properties of 
arc lengths recorded in Definition  1. In other words, Theorem 4  applies for arbitrary  arc 
lengths. 
5.2.  Further properties of the s-labels 
We have just described the role that the s-labels play in solving CRP*. In the next subsection, 
these ideas will be incorporated into an algorithm for the full-fledged component retrieval 
problem. To achieve this goal, we first need to understand some of the basic properties of 
the s-labels. These properties will now be recorded in a sequence of lemmas. 
Lemma 3:  For any j  ~  {1, 2 .....  n} and gj  E  G j, let S  =  {gl,  g2 .....  gn} be a selection 
in T(gj). Consider D(S). Then 
1. The path (Po, pl .....  p j) is a longest path from Po to pj with length Lp(O, j). 
2. The path (po, pl .....  pi, gi+l, gi+2 .....  gj) is a longest path from Po to gj with length 
Le(O, j  +  1) -  s(S, j) -  d(gj, Pj+I),  (11) 
where i is any index that realizes the minimum in the expression (8) defining s(S, j). 
ProoL 
1. By Definition 6, s(S, i)  >-  0 for all i  E  {1 .....  j  -  1}. The claim is now a straightforward 
extension of Corollary 1. 
2. Let  P~j  be  any  longest  path  from  Po  to  gj  and  let  k  =  max{f[  pe ~  Pgi}"  Since 
0  -<  k  -<  j  -  1,  we  have  S  E  T(gk),  and  hence  (Po, PJ .....  pk)  is  a  longest  path 
from Po to Pk (cf.  1). Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that P~j  = 
(Po, Pl .....  Pk, gk+l .....  gj).  The  length  of Pxi  is  now  easily  checked  to  be  given 
by 
Le(O, j  +  1) -  [Le(k, j  +  1) -  LG(S, k, j  +  1)] -  d(gj, Pj+l). 
In view of (8), this expression is maximized when Lp(k, j + 1)- Lc(S, k, j + 1  )  =  s(S, j); 
that is,  when  k  =  i.  Thus, we may indeed conclude that the path (Po, PJ .... Pi, gi+l, 
gi+2 .....  gj) is a longest path from Po to gj with length as stated in (11).  ￿9 
Next,  let  us consider  what happens  when,  in  a  selection-induced  subgraph  D(S),  the 
longest path is not the path of place nodes (P0, PJ ..... Pn+l); this is the only interesting 
case, since we know from the previous subsection how to handle yes-instances of CRP*. In 
such a case, we already know by Corollary 1 that s(S, j) must be negative for some layerj. 
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Lemma 4:  For any selection S  =  {gb g2  ..... g~}, let j  be the smallest index in {1, 
2  ..... n} with s(S, j) <  0. Then, in D(S), every possible longest path from Po to P,+l con- 
tains gj. 
Proof. Since every path from Po to P,+l goes through either Pj+I or gj+l, it suffices to 
show that gj is contained in every longest path from Po to Pj+I and from Po to gj+l. Since 
S  ~  T(gj) (by definition of  j), the length of a longest path from Po to pj (respectively, g j) 
is given by Lemma 3. Thus, it suffices to show that 
[Lp(0, j  +  1) -  s(& j) -  d(gj, Pj+I)]  +  d(gj, pj+l)>Le(O,j)  + d(pj, Pj+I)  (12) 
(i.e., the longest path to Pj+I  via gj is longer than the longest path to Pj+I via p j) and that 
[Lp(~ j  +  1) -  s(& j) -  d(gj, Pj+I)] +  d(gj, gj+l)?>LP(~ j) + d(pj, gj+l)  (13) 
(i.e., the longest path to gj+l via gj is longer than the longest path to gj+l via g j). 
Now, (12) is trivially equivalent to the assumption that s(S, j) <  0. On the other hand, 
according to Definition 1, 
d(gj, gj+l) + d(pj, Pj+l)  >- d(gj, Pj+I) + d(pj, gj+l).  (14) 
Inequality (13) is then obtained by the addition of (14) to (12). 
For an arbitrary selection S  =  {gl, g2 .....  gn}, Lemma 4 suggests that a longest path 
of D(S) can be obtained by the following procedure. (Let us mention right away that this 
procedure is much more involved than necessary if its only purpose is to obtain a longest 
path of D(S). The reason for considering it in this form is that it will rather naturally lead to 
an algorithm for CRP.) First, compute all labels s(S, j) (e.g., layer by layer, as suggested by 
Lemma 2). If all s-labels are nonnegative, then we know that (Po, Pl ..... Pn+ l) is a longest 
path of D(S). Otherwise, let 
j  =  min{k E  {1 ..... n} I s(S, k) <  0}. 
In view of Lemma 4, a longest path from Po to Pn+l in D(S) can be obtained by con- 
catenating a longest path from Po to gj with a longest path from gj tO Pn+l. Accordingly, 
for any selection S, we call the first grip node gj ~  S for which s(S, j) is negative a reset 
node of D(S).  The term reset expresses that the computation of a longest path of D(S) 
can be started anew from such a node. Now, by Lemma 3, a longest path from Po to gj 
is readily available.  So, we need to find only a longest path from gj  tO Pn+l in D(S). 
This subproblem clearly has the same structure as the problem we started with. More pre- 
cisely, we can handle it as follows. We discard from D(S) all layers with index i  --<  j, 
except for gj. Moreover, we decrease the length of both arcs (g/, gj+l) and (g  j, Pj+I) by 
d(gi, Pi+l) (this is to account for the last term of (11); see (15)). Denote the new CRP 
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of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, 
L[D(S)]  =  Lp(O, j  +  1) -  s(S, j) + L[Dgj(S)]  (15) 
(see Definition 3). The procedure just described can be applied iteratively until either gn 
receives a nonnegative label or gn becomes a reset node. In either case, let u~, u2, ..., ur 
denote the reset nodes sequentially identified in the process. Thus, for k  =  1  .....  r, uk is 
the reset node of Duk  ~  (S) (where we let Uo ~  Po). Denote by s(S, uk-l, uk) the (negative) 
s-label attached to uk in D, k , (S). The preceding discussion then can be summarized as 
follows. 
Lemma 5:  If uk is the reset node of Duk_~ (S) for k  =  1  .....  r  and Dur(S) has no reset 
node, then 
/- 
LID(S)]  =  Lp(O, n +  1) -  ~  s(S, uk-l, uk). 
k=l 
(16) 
Proof. This statement is a consequence of Lemma 3, Lemma 4, and the foregoing dis- 
cussion. More precisely, let ur lie in Ge, where 1  -<  e  -<  n. Then, induction on (15) leads 
to 
t" 
L[D(S)]  =  Lp(0, e+  1) -  ~  s(S, uk-l, uk) +  L[Dur(S)]. 
k=l 
There  are now  two  cases.  If ~  =  n,  that  is,  the  reset  node  Ur coincides with  gn  @ S, 
then L[Our(S)]  =  0,  from which (16) follows. Conversely, if g,  is not a reset node, then 
L[Dur(S)]  =  Lp(~ +  1, n +  1) (by Corollary 1), and (16) follows again.  [] 
Finally, consider two selections in T(gj), which are identical from layer j  onward but 
have different s-label values at layerj. The next lemma states sufficient conditions for one 
of the selections to dominate the other one, as far as minimizing LID(S)] is concerned. 
Lemma 6:  For any j  E  {1, 2 .....  n} and gj  @ Gj, let S  =  {gb g2  .....  gn} and S'  = 
{g'l, g~ .....  g',} be two selections in T(gj) with gi  =  g~ for i  =  j .....  n. Ifs(S, j) <  s(S', j) 
and s(S, j) <  0, then L[D(S')]  <  LID(S)]. 
Proof. Let P  be any longest path in D(S'). Then, P  contains either pj  or  gj. In the first 
case, we can assume with no loss of generality that P contains Po  .....  pj (cf. Lemma 3 sub 
1), so that P  is also a path in D(S). But then Lemma 4 implies that P  is not a longest path of 
D(S), hence L[D(S')] <  L[D(S)]. Conversely, if P  contains g j, then Lemma 3 sub 2 states 
that the subpath of P  from Po to gj has length Lp(O, j  +  1) -  s(S', j) -  d(gj, pj+~), and 
that the longest path from Po to gj in D(S) has length Lp(O, j  +  1) -  s(S, j) -  d(gj, P j+l). 
Since the latter is strictly larger than the former, the result follows.  [] 304  YVES CRAMA ET AL. 
5.3.  The algorithm 
Next we are going to show how Lemmas 5 and 6 can be combined to produce a polynomial 
time algorithm for the CRR First, we reformulate and extend some of the notation introduced 
earlier. For every node gj  ~  Gj ofD (j  =  0, 1  .....  n -  1), we denote by D~j the subgraph 
n+l  of D induced by the node set {gj} U U i=j+l ({Pi} U Gi). The arc lengths in Dg: are the same 
as in D, except that the length of each arc leaving gj  is decreased by d(gj, pj+l)  for all 
j  >-  1. Note that Duo thus is identical to D. For each graph Dgj, we  can define s*-labels as 
we did for graph D  in Definition 6: the s*-label attached to node gk in Dg/ is denoted by 
s*(gj, gk) (gk  ~  U  i=j+lGi).  In addition, S~jg~ will refer to any selection that realizes the 
value of s*(gj, gD. 
Before giving a more formal description of our algorithm, let us clarify the intuition be- 
hind it. Observe that, according to (16), the CRP can be seen as the problem of minimizing 
the expression ~k  -s(S, u~-l, uk) over all possible selections S. Let S be an optimal selec- 
tion of the CRP graph D  and let uj .....  u~ be the corresponding sequence of reset nodes. 
By definition of the quantities s(S, uk-1, uk), we have s(S, uo, ul)  =  s(S, j) if ul  is in layer 
j. Consider now the selection S,c,, , , which is such that (by definition) 
s(Suo,,, j)  =  s*(uo,  Ul)  -=  max  s(R, j) 
RCT(ul) 
and suppose that 
s(S, j)  <s(S,,,,,, j). 
Then, construct the selection S' that coincides with Suou, from layer  1 to layerj and that 
coincides with S from layerj to layer n. It follows directly from Lemma 6 that S' dominates 
S, and this contradicts the optimality of S. Thus, we have established that 
s(S, j)  =  s*(uo,  ul), 
or, equivalently, 
s(S, uo, ul)  =  s*(uo,  ul). 
By repeating this argument r times, we can derive that 
t"  I" 
k=|  k=l 
(17) 
) 
In this way, we have reduced the CRP to the problem of minimizing the right-hand side 
of (17) over all possible choices of U  l .....  ur, under the restriction that these nodes are the 
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We will  now translate  the  latter problem  into a  shortest path problem  in an auxiliary 
network  D~  ~, where  the length of each  arc  (g j, glr  is  "essentially" equal  to  -s*(gj,  gk). 
tt  More precisely, the node set of Do~  o is {go} L) U i= 1 Gi. The arcs of D jr are all pairs of nodes 
of the form (gj, gk),  where gj  E  G j,  gk  E  Gk  and 0  --<  j  <  k  -<  n.  The length of arc 
(gj, gk) is defined to be w(gj, gk), where 
Case 1 : w(gj, gk)  =  -s*(gj, gk) if -  ~  <  s*(gj, gk) <  O.  (18) 
Case 2: w(gj, gk)  =  0 if s*(gj, gk)  >-- 0 and k  :  n.  (19) 
Case 3: w(gj, gk)  =  w otherwise.  (20) 
In view of Definition 6 and Theorem 4, Case l corresponds to a situation where gk is a reset 
node in the subgraph of Dg i induced by the selection Sgjg k (see property P1 following Def- 
inition 6). Similarly, Case 2 occurs when there is no reset node in the subgraph induced by 
Sg2~,,, up to and including layer n. Finally, in Case 3, any reset node of the subgraph induced 
by Sgjg~ lies either before gk (s*(g), gk)  =  -~)  or after gk (s*(gj, gk)  >-  0 and k <  n). 
Denote by w(P) the length of a path P  in Dx. For brevity, when we write shortest path 
in Dov we mean "shortest path in Dx from go to some node in G~, with respect to the length 
function w." We are now finally ready for our next, and main, result. Note, however, that its 
proof is simply a formal generalization of the arguments presented already. 
Theorem 5:  The optimal value of the component retrieval  problem on the graph D  is 
equal to Lp(0, n +  1) +  w(P), where w(P) is the length of a shortest path in D;. 
Proof. 
1. Let S be an optimal selection for the CRP and let uk denote the reset node of Duk  , (S) (k  = 
1  .....  r; uo  =  go). By Lemma 5, equation (16) holds. Now let P'  =  {uo, uj .....  Ur} and 
consider any index  k  ~  {1 .....  r}. By the definition of reset nodes, s(S, Uk-l, Uk)  <  0 
and s(S, uk-f, u)  >-- 0  for all grip nodes u lying between  uk-1  and uk  in S. Therefore, 
by Definition 6,  we get S  E  T(uk),  where  T(uk)  is defined with  respect to the graph 
Du  k ,, and this implies that  -~  <  s(S, uk  i, uk)  <-  rain{0, s*(uk  l, uk)}. If, for all k  = 
1 .....  r, w(uk-j, uk) is defined by either Case 1 or Case 2 (see (18) and (19)), then, 
-s(~  uk-l, uk)  ~  w(uk-l, uk)  for k  =  1  ..... 
Combining these inequalities with (16) yields 
L(D)  >>- Lp(O, n  +  I) +  w(P').  (21) 
Now assume that w(uk-1, Uk) is defined by Case 3 (see (20)) for some k. In that case, 
S*(Uk- 1, Uk)  ~-  O, or equivalently s(Su~ ,uk, u~- i, uk)  >>- 0 (note that S*(Uk-1, uk)  =  --~ 
has been ruled out earlier).  Now let S' denote the selection that coincides with S from 306  YVES CRAMA ET AL. 
Po to uk-i  and from Uk tO Pn+l  and that coincides with Su~_,, k from Uk-~  to Uk. Apply 
Lemma 6  to the  selections  S  and  S', both  viewed  as  selections  of D, k ,. This  lemma 
implies that the longest path in the subgraph of D,k_ , induced by S' is shorter than the 
longest path in the subgraph induced by S, contradicting the optimality of S. As a result, 
the case that W(Uk-t, uk) is defined by (20) does not occur for arcs (uk-l, uk) on paths in 
D~v that are defined by the reset nodes of optimal selections. 
2.  Conversely, let P  =  {uo, Ul .....  ur} be a  shortest path in D>;, with  uo  =  go and u~ 
Gn. From point  1 it follows that w(P)  <-  w(P')  <  m. Hence, for k  =  1  .....  r  -  1, the 
values  w(uk-1, u~) on P  are all defined by (18),  which  means  that  uk  is a  reset node 
in the  subgraph of D~k_  ~ induced  by the  selection S~,_,u~.  Now  consider  the  selection 
S  =  tOl<_k<rStuk_luk, where S'~k_,~k is the  set of nodes  of S,~_~,  k that lie between  uk-l 
and uk. Lemma 5 implies that LID(S)]  =  Lp(O, n  +  1) +  w(P) and hence 
L(D)  <-- Lp(O, n  +  1) +  w(P).  (22) 
From (21) and (22) we conclude that L(D)  <--  Lp(0, n  +  1) +  w(P)  <-- Lp(O, n  +  1) + 
w(P')  <--  L(D). This establishes the result.  ￿9 
In summary, the component retrieval problem can be solved by the following algorithm. 
Procedure SOLVE-CRP 
begin 
for all j  =  0, 1  .....  n  -  1 and for all g j  ~  G j  do 
begin 
set up the graph Dgj; 
for all k  =  j  +  l .....  n and all gk E  Gk do 
begin 
compute the label s*(gj, gk) of node gk in Dgj, and the corresponding 
selection Sgjg  k; define w(gj, gk) according to (18), (19), and (20); 
end 
end 
set up the graph Djr 
compute a shortest path in Djr  from go to Gn with respect to the length function w; 
let P  =  {uo, ul .....  ur} denote this shortest path; 
return the optimal selection S =  tO 1  <- k -<  rS 'u  k  _, uk with length L(  D ) =  L p (0, n 4- 1) + w(P) 
end 
Theorem 6:  Procedure SOLVE-CRP is correct and solves the component retrieval prob- 
lem in O(ve) time on a CRP graph D  with v nodes and e arcs. 
Proof. The correctness of procedure SOLVE-CRP follows from (the proof of) Theorem 5. 
As for its complexity, note that each execution of the loop "for allj,for all gj" requires O(e) THE COMPONENT RETRIEVAL PROBLEM  307 
time  (by the comments  following  Theorem 4)  and that this loop is executed  O(v) times. 
A  shortest path in D~  can be found in O(v 2) time  since D~  is acyclic  (see,  e.g.,  Ahuja, 
Magnanti, and Odin  1993). 
The complexity of procedure SOLVE-CRP can be stated alternatively as follows. Let m 
be an upper bound  on the number of feeders  of each type;  that is,  m  =  maxl_<i_<n [Gi[. 
Then, v  =  O(mn) and e  =  O(m2n), so that SOLVE-CRP  runs in O(m3n  2) time.  ￿9 
5.4.  Example 
Now we illustrate the algorithm of the preceding  subsection by applying it to the problem 
instance described in section 3, figure 3, with n  =  5. Recall that d(g4, gs)  =  4  +  x in this 
problem, with x being equal to either 0 or 5. The first phase yields the s*-labels; the relevant 
values of these labels are listed in table 4. 
The auxiliary  graph D~v has the node set {go, gl, gl  z, g~, g~, g3, g4, gs};  its relevant arcs 
are listed  in table  5.  If x  =  0,  the shortest path of D~v is  (go, g3, g5)  with  a  length of 2. 
Tracing  back the predecessors  in  the  third  column of table  4  reveals  the  corresponding 
optimal selection {gl, gl, g3, g4, gs}, which has a makespan of 16 +  2  =  18 (see Theorem 
5). On the other hand, if x  =  5, then the shortest path in Ds~ is (go, g2, gs) with a length of 6. 
Table 4.  (Relevant) s*-labels  for the numerical example. 
Grip node pair (gi, gj)  s*(g, gj)  Arg max in (10) 
(go, gl)  2  go 
(go, g~)  2  go 
(go, g~)  2  gl 
(go, g~)  -4  g~ 
(go, g3)  -2  g~ 
(g~,g3)  3  g~ 
(g~,g4)  3  g3 
(g3, g4)  0  g3 
(g~, gs)  3 -  x  g4 
(g3, gs)  -x  g4 
Table  5.  (Relevant  part of)  graph 
D~v for the numerical example. 
Arc  Length  Remark 
(go, g~)  4 
(go, g3)  2 
(g~,gs)  2  Onlyifx =  5 
(g3, gs)  5  Onlyifx  =  5 
(g~,g5)  0  Onlyifx =  0 
(g3, gs)  0  Only if x  =  0 308  YVES CRAMA  ET AL. 
The corresponding optimal  selection  reads  {g2, g~, g3, g4, gs}, which has  a  makespan  of 
16 +  6  =  22. Note that these outcomes are consistent with the optimal selections that were 
reported in section 4. 
6.  An NP-hard generalization of the CRP 
Our definition of the component retrieval problem includes condition (1) on the arc lengths 
of the CRP graph. This condition (which is satisfied by the PCB assembly application that 
originally motivated this work) has been explicitly used in the proof of Lemma 5 and, thus, 
was instrumental in deriving the polynomial-time algorithm presented in section 5. How- 
ever, when we view the CRP as a more abstract network model (see the discussion following 
Definition 4), we may wonder whether condition (1) really is necessary to solve the problem 
efficiently. In this section, we answer this question by proving that the generalized version 
of the CRP obtained by removing condition (1) is NP-hard. Consider the following decision 
problem (the generalized CRP, or GCRP). 
GCRP 
Input: An integer/3  and a graph D  satisfying the assumptions of Definition  1, except 
for(l). 
Question: Is there a selection S such that the longest path in the selection-induced sub- 
graph D(S) has length no greater than/3 ? 
Theorem 7:  The GCRP is NP-complete, even if IGi] ~  2 for i  =  1  .....  n. 
Proof. The GCRP is clearly in NP. Here we present a polynomial transformation from 
the NP-complete even-oddpartitioning problem (EOP; see Garey and Johnson 1979) to the 
GCRP. 
EOP 
Input: N pairs of positive integers Ii  =  {X2i-1,  x2i} for i  =  1  .....  N. 
Question:  Is there  an  even-odd partition  of {1, 2 ..... 2N},  that  is,  a  partition  of {1, 
2 ..... 2N} into disjoint subsets A and B with Iz n  lil  --  [B n/il  =  1 for i  =  1  ..... N, and 
~i~a  Xi  =  ~'iEB Xi? 
Given an instance of EOP, we construct a graph D  as in Definition 1, except that the arc 
lengths violate condition (1). We set n  =  4N. For k  =  1  ..... 4N, each layer k contains 
three nodes; namely, one place node Pk and two grip nodes glk and g~. Layers 4i -  3, 4i -  2, 
4i -  1, and 4i are associated with pair li in the instance of EOP (1  <-  i  --< N). To define 
the arc lengths, we introduce three large numbers of different magnitudes: 
O  =  (N+  1)-  max  {xi} 
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K  =  (N  +  1)Q 
M  =  4(N+  1)K. 
The arc lengths  in D  are listed in table 6. (For notational convenience  we indifferently 
denote the sink of D by p,,+ j, g~,,+~, orgn+  12 .) Recall that arcs emanating from go have length 
I  2N  0.  Final/y,  we set/3  =  N(3K  +  Q) +  ~ ~i=lxi.  This  completely  specifies  an  instance 
(D,/3) of the GCRP. It remains to show that the instance of the GCRP obtained in this way 
and the original  instance of EOP have the same answer. (Note that, as announced,  the arc 
lengths do not satisfy condition (1), leaving the P  =  NP question unanswered; indeed, for 
i  =  1,2 .....  N, wehave 
d(gJ4i-2, gl4i-,)  +  d(P4i-2,  P4i-,)  =  0  <  2Q  =  d(g14i  2, p4i-I)  +  d(P4i  2, gl4i-i), 
which contradicts condition (1).) 
1.  Suppose  first that  the  instance  of EOP has  a  positive  answer and  let (A, B) define  an 
even-odd partition of{l, 2 .....  2N}. Without loss of generality we may assume that A  = 
{2i  -  1 I i  =  1  .....  N} and B  =  {2i ] i  =  1  .....  N}. Consider the selection S that con- 
g2  '  g2i-I  and  g2 i  for  i  even  tains  gli_3,  gli_2,  gJ4i-l,  and gl i for i  odd  and g7~i-3,  4i-2  ' 
(i  =  1  .....  N). We now claim that L[D(S)]  =  /3, implying that the instance (D,/3) has 
a positive answer. 
Denote by D i the subgraph of D(S) induced by layers 4i -  3, 4i -  2 .....  4i +  1, for 
every i  ~  {1, 2 .....  N}. Two candidate longest paths in Di are of the form 
Table 6.  Arc lengths of the GCRP instance (D,/3). 
Arc  Length  For 
(gl4i  ~, gl4i 2)  K 
(g4i  3, g4i- 2 )  K 
(g~i  2, g~i  i)  0 
(g4,  ,_, g4,  ,)  0 
(g',-,, g4',)  K 
(g4,  ,, g4,)  K 
I  I 
(g4i, g4i+ ,)  K 
(gL g~,~, )  K 
(g4,, g~,+, )  K 
(g4,, g~,+, )  K 
(g~, g~.. )  M 
(g~, g~+, )  M 
(p4i-> P4i  i)  0 
Other place arcs"  K 
All cross arcs  ~  Q 
Jr  X2i  I 
4-  X2  r 
]-  X2t 
+-lc2i  I 
=1  .....  N 
=1  .....  N 
=1  .....  N 
t=l  .....  N 
i=1  .....  N 
i=1  .....  N 
i=1  .....  N 
i=1  .....  N 
i=1  .....  N 
i=1  .....  N 
kE{4i  3,4i  -  2,4i  1} 
k@{4i-3,4i-2,4i-  1} 
i=1  .....  N 
'% place arc connects two place nodes. 
bA cross arc connects a grip and a place node. 3 1  0  YVES CRAMA ET AL. 
{P4i-3, P4i-2, g84i-p g84i,  3-8  8  g4i+l}  and  g64i_2,  P4i+ 1},  (23)  {g4i-3'  P4i-l, P4i, 
respectively, where 6  =  1 when i is odd and 6  =  2  otherwise. One of these paths has 
length 3K + Q + xzi-i  and the other has length 3K +  Q  +  x2i. Furthermore, it is easily 
seen that all other paths in D; are strictly shorter than the ones in (23). Using mathemat- 
ical induction  on N, then reveals that any longest path from go to P4N+l  in D(S) is the 
concatenation of paths in Di of the types mentioned in (23) (i  =  1, 2 .....  N). Hence, the 
two candidate longest paths in D(S) are 
P1  =  (go, gl, g~, P3, P4, P5, P6, g7  2, g~, g91,  1  glo, Pll, P12, Pl3, P14, g2,  2  !  15  g16, g17  .....  P4N+l) 
=  {go} U  U  {g14i-3' g14i-2' P4i-l, P4i} I)  U  {P4i-3, P4i-2, g2i-l, g2  i} 1.3 {P4N+I} 
I~i<--N,  l<_i~N, 
i odd  i even 
and 
P2  :  (go, pl,  P2, g~, g14, g2, g2, p7, p8, pg, PlO, gll,  1  2  g12, g13, g24, P15, PI6, P17 .....  P4N+I) 
:  {go} 1.3  U  {P4i-3,  1  1  {  2  ,  P4i-2, g4i-l, g4i} I_J  U  g4i-3  g2i-2, P4i-1, P4i} 13 {P4N+I}, 
I<--i~-N,  l<_i~N, 
i odd  i even 
with lengths N(3K +  Q) +  EL1  x2i_  l  =  N(3K + Q) + ~'.i~a xi  =  /3  and N(3K + 
Q) + ~i~B xi  =  /3, respectively. Consequently, both candidate longest paths in fact are 
longest paths, and the answer to the GCRP instance (D,/3) is like the answer to the EOP 
instance viz., affirmative. 
2.  Suppose next that the answer to the GCRP instance (D,/3) is affirmative and let S be a 
selection of D  with L[D(S)]  <-- IS. Since M  is very large, D(S) cannot contain any arc 
with length M. This means that, for each quadruple of layers 4i -  3, 4i -  2, 4i -  1, and 
4i (i  =  1, 2,  N), either all four grip nodes  i  1  ....  g4i-3' g4i-2, gli-l, and gl4i or all four grip 
nodes g24i_3, g2i-2, g24i-  1  , and g2  i are in S. Therefore, S can be denoted by 
N 
S  =  {go} U  U{g4i_ 3, ga,  ~,  c,,  4i-2' g4i-l' g4i} I..) {P4N+I} 
i=1 
with c~i Q  {1, 2} (i  =  1  ..... N). Now consider the two paths 
P'I  =  (go,  aJ  c~,  a2  a2  a3  a3  gl  , g2  , P3, P4, P5, P6, g7  , g8  , g9  , gl0, 
0~4  Ot  4  Ot  5 
PlI, P12, PI3, P14, glS, g16' g17 .....  P4N+I) 
Ot  2 
P;  =  (go, Pl, P2, g~', g~', g~2, g6, P7, P8, P9, PI0, 
0/3  O~3  or4  ~4 
gll, g12, g13, g14, PlS, PI6, p17 .....  P4N+I)- 
The lengths of these paths are L(P'  1)  =  N(3K + Q) + ~i~a xi and L(P~)  =  N(3K + 
Q) + ~i~s xi, respectively, where (A, B) is a partition of {1 .....  2N} with ]A f) l;I  = 
]B n  I;1  =  1 for i  =  1  .....  N.  Since both  P'I  and  P~  have lengths  that are no longer THE COMPONENT  RETRIEVAL  PROBLEM  311 
than the longest path length in D(S) and the latter in turn is no longer than/3,  it fol- 
lows that L(P'1)  <-  fl and L(P~)  <-  /3. These observations, combined with the choice of 
1 ~NIx  i renders ZiEA Xi  :  ~iEB Xi" Hence (A, B) is an even-odd  /3  =  N(3K + Q) + ~ 
partition of {1 .....  2N}, thus establishing that, like the GCRP instance (D,/3), the EOP 
instance allows for an affirmative answer.  ￿9 
7.  Conclusions 
The main contribution of this paper is a "two-phase" polynomial-time dynamic program- 
ming algorithm for the component retrieval problem, a problem that arises in the automated 
assembly of printed circuit boards. We have broadened the scope of our analysis by model- 
ing the problem as a longest path minimization problem in a PERT/CPM-like network with 
design aspects. As an alternative interpretation, the problem can also be viewed as a short- 
est path problem with side constraints. Both interpretations have proven to be crucial in the 
development and description of the proposed solution algorithm. Finally, we have sharply 
delineated the complexity of the network model by proving that it becomes NP-hard when 
some special structure on the activity durations in the PERT/CPM network is absent. 
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